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1. INTRODUCTION
Several representation of a 3N bound state WF have 
been proposed to incorporate specific features, e.g. sym-
metry properties,  inherent  to  the system. The WF de-
pending on Jacobi coordinates  r

,ρ  or on relative mo-
menta  qp

,  is expressed [1] in terms of functions and 
spin-isospin states that belong to irreducible representa-
tions  of  symmetric  group S3.  Within  approach [2]  the 
WF is written as an operator acting on a 3N spin state. 
The operator is constructed from the Jacobi vectors and 
spin matrices with coefficients that are scalar functions 
of the magnitudes r

,ρ  and the angle between them.
Recently,  the  representation  of  eight  scalar  func-
tions [2] in a form of partial wave decompositions in the 
momentum space is obtained [3]. The partial-wave basis 
is very useful [4,5] for getting numerical solutions of the 
Faddeev equations and for computing the amplitudes of di-
verse processes that include 3N systems.
Studies of  He3  two-body photodisintegration [6-8] at 
energies both below and above the pion production thresh-
old have demonstrated that the corresponding amplitudes 
can be calculated in momentum space not employing par-
tial wave decompositions but with the WF in vector vari-
ables. In [6-8] the plane wave approximation is adopted 
and two-nucleon interaction currents are included.
In this paper we cast WF [6-8] into a simple func-
tional form that involves scalar functions of qp

,  and 
.qp  ⋅  Representations for the WF that are analogous to 
one proposed in [2] are derived and then employed in 
analysis of the SDMDs. Some common peculiarities in 
manifestation of the WF components with non-zero an-
gular orbital momenta in the SDMDs and the cross sec-
tion for pdHe3 →γ  are considered.
2. WAVE FUNCTION OF 3N BOUND STATE
Three-nucleon bound state ',21,' mm Ψ=Ψ  with 
total angular momentum  2/1=I  and its  projection  on 
the −z axis 'm  can be conveniently represented as a
superposition of spin states
.21 123'' mSMSMm
SMm
mm ∑ Ψ=Ψ (1)
The  eigenstates  of  the spin operator  of  the  ith nucleon 
squared  )(2 is

 and )(isz  are  ,21 iim  where spin pro-
jection of the nucleon is ,im  .3,2,1=i  The eigenvectors 
of 2S

 and zS  are ,23SM  where ).3()2( ssS

+=
The 3He WFs used in [6-8] and in this paper 
.,21)21(21,,
);,(
'
'
m
SMm
m
MTmSMqp
Tqp
Ψ==
=Ψ



(2)
correspond to projections of the coefficients  =Ψ SMmm'  
'1,23 21, mmSM Ψ=  on  the  eigenvectors  of  relative 
momenta,  and  the  isospin  states  ,)21( 1,23MT  
where T=0,1 stands for the isospin of nucleons 2 and 3, 
23,21=  and M are the total isospin of the nucle-
us and its projection.
The sum over spin  S in Eq. (1) can be transformed 
in such a way as to eliminate state 231M
.2100))23(( 123
1
'
00
'' mm MM
Mm
m
m
mm ∑ ∑ Ψ+Ψ=Ψ σ (3)
The identity  ,00)23(1 2323 MM σ=  where  =)23(σ

 
)),3()2((21 σσ

−=  is used with this end. The Pauli vec-
tor in the spin space  on nucleon i  is  ).(iσ

 For the co-
variant  and  contravariant  cyclic  components  of  vectors 
and tensors we refer at [9].
With the aim to reduce the sum over  m  in Eq. (1) 
we note  mm
SMm
m SM '23' Ψ=Ψ  and  decompose  vector 
'1' 21 mmm m Ψ=Ψ  in the spin space of nucleons 2,3 as
.' 100'' MM
M
mm
m
m mm Ψ∑+Ψ=Ψ σδ (4)
The shorthand notation '2121' mmmm σσ

=  is
employed in Eq. (4) and below.
Taking advantage of Eqs. (3) and (4) we write the 
vector of thee-nucleon bound state (1) as
,'2100ˆ 123' mm Ψ=Ψ (5)
where operator ∑ Ψ=Ψ = 4,,1 ˆˆ λ λ  can be projected,  like 
SMm
m'Ψ , on the vectors r

,ρ  or qp

,  as well as on an 
isospin basis.
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Expansion of 'mΨ  over the 3N states with defined 
values of the total spin Σ  is commonly used. The opera-
tor  Ψˆ  applied  to  === 123 210 mMS  
Σ=Σ== MS ,21)21,0(  generates vectors with ,0=S  
21=Σ  and ,1=S  .23,21=Σ
Terms  00001ˆ Ψ=Ψ  and  )1(ˆ
00
12
M
M M σ∑ Ψ=Ψ  
produce components of 'mΨ  with 0=S  and .21=Σ  
The spin states created by  1ˆ =Ψ λ  have  '.mM =Σ  The 
projections ΣM  and 'm  may differ from each other for 
the components originating from λΨˆ  with .4,3,2=λ
Spin states with 1=S  and  21=Σ  or  23  spring 
from  λΨˆ  with  .4,3=λ  Similarly  to  ,ˆ 2=Ψ λ  operator 
3
ˆ
=
Ψ λ  is a convolution )23(
ˆ 1
003 MM
M σ∑ Ψ=Ψ  of the
Pauli matrices and the quantity M1 00Ψ  that transforms 
under space rotations like a vector 
Expansion of 4ˆ =Ψ λ  includes spin matrices for nucle-
on with number 1 and for subsystem 2,3
)23()1(ˆ ''
1
'14 M
M
MM
M
M σσ∑ Ψ=Ψ (6)
coupled by a rank two tensor .'23' KM
SM
KM SM Ψ=Ψ
Since our calculations are performed with He3  WF in 
the momentum representation, we consider the function 
'' ,),( mm qpqp Ψ=Ψ

 that depends on the reducible 
tensor  .,),( 23' KM
SM
KM SMqpqp Ψ=Ψ

 The  tensor 
is to be constructed from the momenta  qp

,  and scalar 
functions  ),;,,( νξψψ ν qp =  where  ,ˆˆ qp  ⋅=ξ  nˆ  is a 
unit vector in the −n direction, ν  labels the functions.
We project Eq. (5) on vectors qp

,  and express the 
operators ),(ˆ qp νΨ  in terms of the scalar functions em-
ploying the  Cartesian basis. It  is assumed that the 3N 
bound state has positive parity.
First term in  Ψˆ  is the unit operator  .),(ˆ 11 ψ=Ψ qp

 
For  brevity  we  denote  )(ii σσ

=  and  ).23(23 σσ

=  
Next two contributions include one spin operator
.),(),(ˆ,),(),(ˆ 2333122 σσ

⋅Ψ=Ψ⋅Ψ=Ψ qpqpqpqp
Pseudovectors ),( qp

λΨ  can be written as
).3,2(,]ˆˆ[),( =×=Ψ λψ λλ qpiqp

Eq. (6) yields ).3,2()1(),(),(ˆ '' '4 nnnn nn qpqp σσ∑ Ψ=Ψ

The  function  ),,(' qpnn
Ψ  where  ,,,', zyxnn =  is 
equivalent  to  tensor  ).,(1 '1 qpM M
Ψ  It  includes  a  part 
that is proportional to the unit matrix, as well as anti-
symmetric and symmetric irreducible tensors
.),( ''4''
sym
nn
antisym
nnnnnn qp Ψ+Ψ+=Ψ ψδ

(7)
The antisymmetric term on the r.h.s. of Eq. (7) reads
.ˆˆ),( 5''' '' ψεε llkllkll knn
antisym
nn qpqp ∑=Ψ

Another three functions  νψ  are to be introduced with 
the aim to parametrize the symmetric tensor in (7)
.)ˆˆˆˆ(ˆˆˆˆ),( 8''7'6'' ψψψ nnnnnnnn
sym
nn pqqpqqppqp +++=Ψ

Thus, we arrive at representation of a 3N bound state 
in the form of the spin operator ),(ˆ qp Ψ  applied to the 
spin state with S=0 for the pair of nucleons
.',21)21,0(),(ˆ),(' mqpqpm
 Ψ=Ψ (8)
Eight independent functions  );,,( νξψ qp  are to be de-
termined in order to build operator ),(ˆ qp
Ψ . Proper trans-
formation properties of the WF with respect to time reversal  
are provided when all );,,( νξψ qp  are real functions.
From the above expressions for ),(ˆ qp

λΨ  we obtain
)).(ˆˆ(ˆ
))(ˆˆ(ˆ
)(]ˆˆ[),(ˆ
856231
8562312314
233121
ψψψσσ
ψψψσσσσψ
σψσψψ
+−+⋅⋅+
+++⋅⋅+⋅+
++⋅×+=Ψ
pqq
qpp
qpiqp



(9)
The components of the WF
'1,23' 21,,),( mSMmm mSMqpqp Ψ=Ψ

(10)
with S=0 depend upon two scalar functions
,']ˆˆ[),( 21'
00
' ψσψδ mmqpiqp mmmm

⋅×+=Ψ (11)
The  part  of  WF (10)  with  S=1 involves  the  other  six 
functions );,,( νξψ qp  with 83=ν
×∑+×=Ψ ' '3'1 ' ']ˆˆ[),( M MMmmMmm mmqpiqp σψδ

+−+× 5''4' )(( ψψδ MMMMMM pqqp (12)
).)( 8''7'6' ψψψ MMMMMMMM pqqpqqpp ++++
Eight complex components of WF (10) with SM=00, 11, 
10, 1-1 and 21', ±=mm  are expressed via Eqs. (11) and 
(12) in terms of real scalar functions ),;,,( νξψ qp  where 
.81=ν  Space inversion  and time reversal  results [6] 
in ∗−−
−
−++ Ψ−=Ψ )),(()1(),( ,, ''' qpqp
mMS
m
mmMSSMm
m

i.e., four complex components of WF (10) are independent.
3. SPIN-DEPENDENT MOMENTUM DISTRI-
BUTIONS OF NEUTRONS AND PROTONS
The density matrix [10,11] of a free nucleon that is 
in the spin state coinciding with its spin state inside a nucle-
us  is  ),,,(21),(~21 ~ mmwmmm mm ′=′ µδµρ  where 
21±=µ  is  the  projection  of  nucleon  isospin  and 
.),,(/),,(),,( ∑ ′′′′=′ ′′m mmRmmRmmw µµµ  The  nuclear 
matrix elements mmm PPmmR ′′ ΨΨ=′ )1()1(),,( µµ
involve the spin and isospin projection operators =)(iPm  
)),(21(21 im zσ+=  and  )),(21(21)( iiP zµ τµ +=  where 
i is the nucleon number. Nucleon polarization is an inte-
gral quantity that is given by
).',,21()',,21()( mmwmmwP µµµ −=−==
In this paper we perform calculations with the WFs
for Reid soft core (RSC), Paris, Bonn, Argonne AV18 
nucleon-nucleon potentials and AV18 in junction with 
the Urbana IX model of 3N forces (UrbIX). The WFs 
are  constructed  form  the  partial  wave  components 
),()1( qpαΨ  with 51=α  from Ref. [12] in the case of 
the  RSC  potential  and  ),( qpαΨ  with  341=α  
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from [4,13] for modern models of nuclear forces.  The 
sets of quantum numbers in (jJ)-coupling are marked by 
.α
As  seen  from  the  table,  the  neutron  polarization 
)21( −=µP 90% that agrees with [10,11,14]. The pro-
ton  polarization  is  negative  and  small.  The  values  of 
)21( ±=µP  appear  to  be  only weakly dependent  on 
model of nuclear forces.
Polarization of nucleons in He3  nucleus
Model of nu-
clear forces P(μ=−1/2) P(μ=+1/2)
AV18UrbIX 0.87 −0.026
AV18 0.88 −0.023
Bonn 0.90
−0.020
Paris 0.88 −0.023
RSC 0.87
−0.025
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Fig. 1.  Spin states, spin S  of proton pair and values 
of   for some components of the 3N WF with == 'mI  
.21/=  Neutrons (open  circles) are  in  the  states  with  
mn=+1/2 (-1/2) for the configurations shown in the panel  
(a)  ((b), (c), (d)). Protons are indicated by the filled circles
For the 3N states shown in panel (a) of Fig. 1 we have 
.1)21( =−=µP  For these components of the WF the 
spin of the nucleus is carried by the neutron alone and 
the projection of total  angular momentum for the 3N 
system nS mMMm ++= '  is .' nmm =  Samples of the WF 
components with 21−=nm  and total orbital momentum 
2,1,0=  that reduce the neutron polarization are dis-
played in panels (b), (c) and (c) in the figure.
More detailed information on the spin structure of 
3N bound state can be obtained from SDMDs 
),',1,,(3/1)',0,,()',2/1,,( mTmqnmTmqnmmqn ==== +  µ
),',1,,(3/2)',2/1,,( mTmqnmmqn ==−=  µ
where  ∑ ∫ Ψ= SM SMmm pdTqpmTmqn 32' |);,(|4)',,,(  pi  are 
the SDMDs with defined values of isospin T. Components 
of  the  3N WF with  23=  are  not  discussed  in  the 
present paper. The SDMDs for proton (neutron) in 3He do 
not differ visibly from ones for neutron (proton ) in 3H.
Calculations  with  the  WFs  for  RSC,  Paris,  Bonn, 
AV18 and AV18UrbIX demonstrate that the neutron mo-
mentum distribution MD )21,( −=µqn  is sensitive to in-
ternucleon  potential  at  q  300 MeV/c,  where  =),( µqn  
∑= ', ).',,,(21 mm mmqn µ

 One can expect  that  in  this 
region the  WFs and MDs are  influenced  not  only by 
one-pion tail of the nuclear forces, but are sensitive to 
short-range behavior of the nuclear forces and the WF.
The asymmetries of SDMDs for proton and neutron
,|),(/))',,2/1,(
)',,2/1,((),(
2/1'=−=−
−==
mqnmmqn
mmqnq
µµ
µµα 

(13)
obtained with WF [13] for AV18UrbIX interaction, are 
shown in Figs. 3…5 for ),0,( zyx qqqq ==

.
The MD can be written as the sum of SDMDs =)(qn
.)',,,(21 ',,∑= mm mmqnµ µ

 Calculations  of  MD  are 
compared in Fig. 2 with the results of y-scaling analy-
sis [15]  for  inclusive  reaction  X)'ee,(He3  and  with 
data [16,  17]  obtained  from  exclusive  experiments 
d)p'ee,(He3  and  np)p'ee,(He3  within  approximate 
treatment of exchange currents and rescattering effects.
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Fig. 2.  Momentum distribution ),( µqn  of nucleons  
in 3He nucleus.  Dashed (dot-dashed) curve represents  
the  proton (neutron) distribution.  Solid  curve is  their  
sum ).(qn  The calculations are performed with the WF 
for AV18UrbIX model of nuclear forces
Since  ),( µα q

 are  invariant  under  the  transformations 
),,,(),,( zzyyxxzyx qqqqqqq εεε→=

 where ,1±=nε  
),,,( zyxn=  as well as under an arbitrary rotation about 
the −z axis, the level lines displayed in Figs. 3 and 4 allow 
one to restore space distributions for the asymmetries.
Comparing Figs. 3 and 4 we see that the dependence of 
the asymmetry ),( µα q

 for proton on components of vec-
tor q

 is in sharp contrast to one for neutron. At low values 
of ,q

 oriented 3He nuclei can serve as an effective polar-
ized  neutron  target  (EPNT). This  area  of  momentum 
transfer could be achieved in experiments at an electron 
accelerator  discussed in Ref. [19].  According to Fig. 3, 
polarized 3H nuclei may be used for devising an EPNT for 
experiments where || xq 200 MeV/c and 450 
 || zq 800 MeV/c  or  400 || zq 650 MeV/c  and   || zq 
200 MeV/c.
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α (proton) Fig. 3.  Asymmetry of SDMDs of proton
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Fig. 4.  Asymmetry of SDMDs of neutron
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Fig. 5.  Asymmetry of SDMDs of neutron and proton  
(solid and dashed curves). Results of calculations [18] are 
displayed by dotted curve. Data shown by circles are ob-
tained  in [18] from  PWIA  analysis  of  measured  spin  
asymmetries in )2(3 p,peH 

and )(3 ,pnpeH 

Figs. 5  shows that the asymmetries as functions of 
xq  at 0== zy qq  calculated in the present paper (solid 
and dashed  curves)  and in [18]  (dotted  curves)  are  in 
quite  good agreement. The apparent discrepancy between 
theory and experiment at  xq 300MeV/c may stem, e.g., 
from the  neglect of corrections due to antisymmetriza-
tion of final states and rescattering effects in the PWIA 
treatment [18] of the measured spin asymmetries.
To analyze properties of the SDMDs we consider 
∑ ∫ ΨΨ=
=
′
∗
′
′
SM
SMm
m
mSM
m
mm
mm
pdTqpTqp
Tqn
.);,());,((4
),(
3~~
'~~


pi
(14)
The SDMD is the diagonal part of tensor (14)
mmmm
mm
mm TqnmTmqn =′=′
′
′
= ~,~
~
~ |);()',,,(

With the 3N bound-state vector in form (4) we get
),~'ˆ~ˆ'~~'~'~
~(21);(
21
0'~'~
~
~
hmqmmqmhmmmm
hTqn mmmmmmmm


⋅⋅+⋅+
+=′
′
σσσσ
δδ
(15)
where structure functions (SFs) ).2,1,0(),,(~~ == iTqhh ii
The MD  ∑= ', )',,,(2/1),( mm mTmqnTqn

 is given by 
).~~3~(2/1),( 210 hhhTqn ++= The asymmetry of SDMDs is
).~)1/2(~~(2/1|),(),( 222102/1 hqqhhqnq z −+−=−=µµµα

Alternatively, one can use the space rotations, the - 
and - transformation to ascertain in analogy with non-
central NN interaction [20] that
),ˆ~~ˆ~~
(2/1),(
21
0~~
~
~
hmqmmqmhmmmm
hTqn mmmmmmmm
′⋅′⋅+′′⋅+
+= ′′
′
′


σσσσ
δδ
(16)
with  SFs  ).2,1,0(),,( == iTqhh ii  Eq. (16)  agrees  in 
form with the  representation  for  the  spectral  function 
discussed in [11]  and is convenient for analyzing  −q

dependence  of  the  SDMDs and  of  the  corresponding 
asymmetry. In terms of the SFs ih  we have for the MD 
0),( hTqn =  and for the asymmetry
.hq/qh),q(n),q( z 2
22
12121 +=−=µ−=µα

Recoupling spins  in (15)  we find the  relations  be-
tween  the  different  sets  of  SFs  ),~~3~(21 2100 hhhh ++=  
)~~~(21 2101 hhhh −−=  and .
~
22 hh =  
4. SPIN-DEPENDENT MOMENTUM DISTRI-
BUTIONS OF 
PROTON-DEUTERON CLUSTERS
MD of pd-clusters in 3He ∑= ' ' )(2/1)( Mmm Mmm qq
ρρ  
is the sum of SDMDs  ,|)(|3)( 2'' qAq MmmMmm

=ρ  where 
∑ ∫ Ψ= ∗' 3'1 ''' .)0;,())(()( M mMmMMMmm pdqppqA  ϕ  The  deu-
teron WF is ',1,0,,1,)(' MIMTMSpp TMM ===== ϕϕ

. 
The  overlap  integrals  receive  contributions  only from 
partial-wave components of the  3He WF with quantum 
numbers  .,,, 2/3132/3132/1132/11312 DDDSSDSSlL jJS =+  As 
is  known  (see,  e.g.,  [21]),  computation  of  quantities 
)(' qAMmm

 with functions ),( qpαΨ is straightforward.
In the present paper we are following [22] and calculate 
)(' qAMmm

 with  WF in  representation (2)  employing  the 
vector variables. While results of report [22] were ob-
tained  with parametrization [12] of  ),()1( qpαΨ  for  the 
RSC potential,  here  we use  the  components [4,13]  of 
),( qpαΨ  for contemporary model of nuclear forces.
Figs. 6 and 7 show normalized SDMDs =)(' qr mmdM

 
)(/)(' qqmmdM ρρ

=  for  ).,0,( zyx qqqq ==

 As  seen 
from Fig. 6, the SDMD with 1=dM  (i.e., when spins of 
the neutron the nucleus are parallel) has no maximum at 
small values of |,| q

 that is at variance with behavior of 
the neutron asymmetry in Fig. 4. This observation may 
serve as an indication that pd-clusters do not dominate 
in structure of 3He in this area of .q

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Fig. 6.  MD )(' qr mmdM

 with 2/1,2/1,1',, −=mmMd
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 with 2/1,2/1,0',, =mmMd
The SDMD in Fig. 7 characterizes probability to find a 
proton-deuteron cluster in 3He with parallel spins of the 
proton, being nucleon with number 1, and the nucleus. 
Observed  maximum in  the  SDMD at  xq 100 MeV/c 
and zq 500 MeV/c conforms with one appropriate to the 
proton asymmetry in the same q

-region (see Fig. 3).
5. DISCUSSION
Spin asymmetries for disintegration of polarized  3He 
target  are  intensively  studied  at  Mainz [23,24]  and 
JLab [25] in experiments with longitudinally polarized 
electron beams. Within the PWIA, the polarization observ-
ables for  the processes with polarized  target  and with 
polarized beam or outgoing particles are directly related 
to asymmetries of SDMDs considered in sect. 2 and 3.
The SDMDs prove to be strongly dependent on the 
components of the 3He WF with non-zero values of orbital 
angular momenta  .,lL  Nevertheless, usage of the data to 
disentangle contributions of these components is, in gener-
al,  complicated (see,  e.g., [5,6])  by the reaction mecha-
nisms that  are  not  included  in  PWIA,  in  particular  by 
rescattering in the final state or interaction currents. It was 
found that  the  relative  role  of  the mechanisms strongly 
varies with the kinematics of the processes.
We face a similar situation [8] in the case of the differen-
tial cross section  ),( pE θσσ γ=  for  pd.He3 →γ  Energy 
dependence of ,σ computed with the convection (CC) and 
spin currents (SC), changes quantitatively (see Fig. 8.) by 
components of the WF with .0, >lL  S-waves with 0== lL  
are labeled by .2,1=α  States with 5,4,3=α  contain the 
D-waves with  == lL 20,  02  and 22.  The  P-waves with 
J=0,1 correspond to  .106=α  The set of the partial-
waves with  ≤α 18 (34)  involves components with  ≤J
2 (4). The appreciable sensitivity of  σ  ultimately disap-
pears when meson exchange currents of pion range ( ECpi ) 
are added to CC and SC. The spin-orbit  (SOC) current 
does not modify visibly ).90,( opE =θσ γ
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Fig. 8.  Dependence of the differential cross section for 
pdHe →3γ  on the components of the  3He WF. Calcula-
tions with the WF for the AV18UrbIX interaction are pre-
sented.  Dashed,  dash-dotted,  dash-dot-dotted,  dotted and  
solid curves are obtained with =α 2,5,10,18,34, respective-
ly. The data , , , ×  are from [26-29]
Influence of the partial-wave components of the WF 
and the  ECpi  on  the  observables  for  pdHe3 →γ  and 
pde'eHe 3 →

 was discussed in [6-8] and [22]. The rep-
resentations for the 3N bound-state WF derived in the 
present paper are of interest for interpretation of qualita-
tive features in behavior of energy and angular distribu-
tions of the observables.
The author (VK) is grateful to A. Nogga, H. Kamada, 
W. Glöckle,  J. Golak  and  H. Witała  for  partial-wave 
components of the 3He WF.
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СПИНОВАЯ СТРУКТУРА СВЯЗАННЫХ СОСТОЯНИЙ ТРЕХ НУКЛОНОВ
В. Котляр, J. Jourdan
Волновые функции для реалистических моделей ядерных сил используются для исследования зависящих от спи-
на импульсных распределений нуклонов и нуклон-дейтронных кластеров в поляризованных ядрах He3 и H.3
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СПІНОВА СТРУКТУРА ЗВ'ЯЗАНИХ СТАНІВ ТРЬОХ НУКЛОНІВ
В. Котляр, J. Jourdan
Хвильові функції для реалістичних моделей ядерних сил використовуються для дослідження залежних 
від спина імпульсних розподілів нуклонів і нуклон-дейтронних кластерів у поляризованих ядрах He3  та H.3
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